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Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., Crown Publishing Group, New York, 2000. Hardcover. Book Condition: New.
Dust Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition. New hardcover, stated 1st edition w/ full no. line showing 1st
printing, new unclipped full-color mylar-protected jacket, immaculate smooth-cut text-block
exterior, new binding w/ tight signatures & white & yellow-checked bands at spine-caps, handsome
new cover w/ cleanable surface & excellent edges & corners, pristine end-papers on heavy creamwhite stock, impeccable interior handsomely printed on very good unblemished paper presenting
the recipes w/ excellent clarity in 2-column formats * 7.62" x 9.36" x 1.86", 1.54 kg, xlviii+592 (640) pp.
* IN 1995 MARTHA STEWART made cookbook history w/ her best-selling compendium "The Martha
Stewart Cookbook". Martha & the cooks of the MARTHA STEWART LIVING kitchens returned in 2000
w/ this compilation of 1,200 recipes from the magazine's first decade: the best of the decade's best).
A treasure of culinary inspiration & information, "The Martha Stewart Living Cookbook" brings the
pleasures of cooking & entertaining within the reach of every cook, from novice to professional
caterer. Taking up where "The Martha Stewart Cookbook" left off, "The Martha Stewart Living
Cookbook" is an essential addition to any cook's library. Some recipes invite...
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Reviews
It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Timothy Johnson DVM
Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Ma tt Ma g g io
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